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Angry Robot, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Thirty years ago, the Iron Wolves held back mud-orc hordes at the Pass
of Splintered Bones, and led a brutal charge that saw the sorcerer Morkagoth slain. This ended the
War of Zakora, and made the Iron Wolves heroes. Now, a new terror stalks the realm. In hushed
whispers, it is claimed the Horse Lady, Orlana the Changer, has escaped from the Chaos Halls and is
building an army, twisting horses, lions and bears into terrible, bloody hunters, summoning mudorcs from then slime and heading north to Vagandrak where, it said, the noble King Yoon has gone
insane. After hearing a prophecy from a blind seer, aged General Dalgoran searches to reunite the
heroes of old for what he believes will be the final battle. But as mud-orcs and twisted beasts tear
through the land, Dalgoran discovers the Iron Wolves are no longer heroes of legend. Narnok is a
violent whoremaster, Kiki a honey-leaf drug peddler, and Prince Zastarte a drinker, a gambler,
amoral and decadent: now he likes to hear people scream as they burn. United in hate, the Iron...
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Reviews
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of very good read through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a worthy of studying. Your
daily life period will likely be convert as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Ca nda ce K ling
Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliya h Ma yer
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